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steoporosis is a progressive systemic skeletal disease characterised by reduced 

bone mass/density and microarchitectural deterioration of bone tissue. Bone 

formation initially exceeds bone resorption, but by the third decade, this has 

reversed resulting in a net loss of bone mass. This leads to increased bone fragility and 

susceptibility to fracture (US, 2011). The big problem of osteoporosis emerged 

nowadays due to the consumption of junk food with high salt, preservatives and refined 

sugars with low calcium. Calcium is an essential mineral which cannot be produced by 

our body but is needed to be provided by the diet.  In some cases, osteoporosis can be 

caused by medication side effects but is mostly caused by poor diets with low calcium. 

Highly consumption of calcium-rich foods will solve this silent chronic disease.   

Animal source calcium rich foods 

Calcium is a mineral that is most commonly linked with strong bones and teeth, but it 

also aids in blood clotting, muscular contraction, and the regulation of normal heart 

rhythms and neuron activities. About 99 per cent of the calcium in the body is stored in 

bones, with the remaining 1% in blood, muscle, and other tissues. Calcium is obtained in 

two ways by the body. One way is to consume calcium-rich foods or supplements, and 

the other is to draw calcium from the body. The body will eliminate calcium from bones 

if you don't eat enough calcium-rich foods. Table 1 shows a list of calcium-rich foods 

derived from animals that can be utilised to prevent osteoporosis. Calcium intake 

guidelines per day for adults are 1000 mg for men, 1000 mg for women, 1000 mg for 

pregnant women, and 1200 mg for lactating mothers. 500 mg for children aged 1-3 
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years, 550 mg for children aged 4-6 years, and 650 mg for children aged 7-9 years. 10-

12-year-old girls and boys should take 850 mg, 13-15-year-old boys should take 1000 

mg, and 16-18-year-old boys should take 1050 mg (ICMR-NIN, 2020). 

Table 1: List of calcium rich foods from plant source 

S/N Food Calcium (mg/100 g) 

1.  Parmesan cheese 1250 

2.  Swiss cheese 1071 

3.  Whey protein 698 

4.  American cheese 526 

5.  Sardines canned in oil 382 

6.  Cow’s milk one cup 300 

7.  Goat’s milk one cup 300 

8.  Yoghurt one cup 285-448 

9.  Cottage cheese 88  

10.  Chicken feet 88 

11.  Shrimp 70 

12.  Eggs 56 

 

CONCLUSION 

Calcium is a big mineral that takes a long time to break down in the gut. The amount of 

calcium mentioned on a food's Nutrition Facts label is the amount of calcium in the food 

item, not necessarily the amount absorbed by the body. Calcium bioavailability refers to 

the quantity of calcium that is actually absorbed and utilised by the body. Some foods 

have a higher bioavailability of calcium than others. Dairy foods, for example, have a 

bioavailability of about 30 %, which means that if a food label for milk states 300 mg of 

calcium per cup, only about 100 mg will be absorbed and used by the body. Plant foods, 

such as leafy greens, have a lower total calcium content but a better bioavailability than 

dairy. For example, 1 cup of cooked bok choy contains roughly 160 mg of calcium but 

has a 50% bioavailability, so only about 80 mg is absorbed. As a result, 1 cup of cooked 

bok choy has nearly the same amount of accessible calcium as 1 cup of milk. The RDAs 

provided for your age group and gender will help you for scanning food labels to obtain 

a specified quantity of daily calcium. The RDAs are based on the food bioavailability of 

calcium. Keep in mind that the amount of calcium absorbed in the body varies from 

person to person depending on metabolism and other meals ingested at the same time. 

In general, consuming a wide range of calcium-rich meals can assist to compensate for 

any minor losses. Therefore, the authors recommended readers consume varieties of 

foods in Table 1 with consideration of bioavailability (30 %). For more complications of 

serious joint pain or weak bones seek medical advice. 
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